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LONDON: Arsenal’s Alex Oxlade-Chamberlain (left) competes with Crystal Palace’s Jonathan Parr during their English Premier League soccer match at Emirates Stadium. — AP

LONDON: Alex Oxlade-Chamberlain scored
twice as Arsenal moved back to the top of the
Premier League table with a 2-0 victory over
Crystal Palace at the Emirates Stadium yesterday.

With previous leaders Manchester City host-
ing Chelsea today Arsene Wenger’s team had an
opportunity to regain top spot and, thanks to
Oxlade-Chamberlain’s first goals of the season,
they seized it. The midfielder, 20, was making

just his second league start of the campaign
after missing the first five months of it with a
knee problem.

And with Jack Wilshere and Aaron Ramsey
out through injury, Wenger had brought in Kim
Kallstrom on loan from Spartak Moscow to
boost his midfield options.

But the Sweden international signed with a
back problem that, despite the club doctors
informing Wenger prior to the transfer, could
mean that he misses around six games.

Wenger chose to deploy Oxlade-
Chamberlain in central midfield and also turned
to Lukas Podolski for just his fifth Premier
League start of the campaign to add some cre-
ativity alongside Mesut Ozil and Santi Cazorla.
But Palace nullified them with surprising ease
for 45 minutes as manager Tony Pulis opted to
anchor Mile Jedinak and Kagisho Dikgacoi in

front of his defence in the hope of stifling the
home side.

The hosts fired an early warning when Ozil
spotted left-back Nacho Monreal racing upfield
and lifted a superb ball over the Palace defence.
The angle was tight for the Spain defender, but
he still forced Julian Speroni into a fine stop
with his legs. Monreal’s chance appeared to
increase Palace’s resolve not to let Arsenal go
into an early lead and one of their former play-
ers nearly put the visitors in front on 14 minutes.

Marouane Chamakh has looked rejuvenated
in recent weeks and when he received the ball
in midfield, he easily skipped past Laurent
Koscielny.

But just as he was bearing down on Wojciech
Szczesny, his touch eluded him and the Arsenal
goalkeeper dived at his feet to save. The closest
either side came in the opening half was on 34

minutes when Ozil’s free-kick was met by the
head of Koscielny.

The central defender got the faintest of
touches, but as the ball looked destined for the
corner of the net, Speroni fully extended himself
to make a fine save.

However, all of Palace’s first-half efforts
counted for little just two minutes into the sec-
ond half. On the first occasion that Jedinak
failed to close down Arsenal’s midfield, Cazorla
found space to clip a majestic ball over the
Palace back line and Oxlade-Chamberlain
ghosted into the area before lobbing over the
advancing Speroni.

Moments later, with Bacary Sagna caught
upfield, Jason Puncheon found space on
Palace’s left wing. The attacking midfielder, who
made his move to Palace from Southampton
permanent on Friday, crossed and Yannick

Bolasie headed the ball on to Cameron Jerome,
whose header was well stopped by Szczesny.

Cazorla was at then at the heart of another of
Arsenal’s better moves when he found Arteta,
who rolled the ball on to Podolski, but the
Germany forward fired wide when he should
have at least tested Speroni. With Arsenal still
dominating possession but also looking more
likely to make it count, Pulis brought on mid-
fielder Barry Bannan for Jerome in the hope of
adding some craft.

Within minutes Puncheon had beaten
Arsenal’s offside trap and cut the ball back to
Bannan, but the Scot fired over from 15 yards.
Oxlade-Chamberlain then sealed the win on 73
minutes when he received the ball from substi-
tute Rosicky and exchanged passes with Olivier
Giroud before sprinting into the area and driv-
ing past Speroni. — AFP

Alex fires Arsenal back on top
Arsenal 2 

Crystal Palace 0 

By Ahmad Al Othman

KUWAIT: Can a title race be decided in
early February? Most people would
think not, but I have a sneaky feeling it
will. Officiated by Mike Dean, the Etihad
Stadium is in line to host a fixture many
predict will have a say in the Premier
League’s course. A 3-point difference
separates the 1st and 3rd placed teams,
so simply put, it’s a 6-point game. Highly
anticipated and of great importance,
today’s match has one or two personal
duels worth waiting for — Hazard and
Oscar vs Toure and Silva.

Manchester City, today’s favorites,
have won all their home league matches
and 14 of their last 15  competitions. All
experts and pundits agree that it’s their
race to lose due to a couple of reasons.
Firstly, it’s their attack. Scoring 21 goals
against Tottenham, Arsenal and
Manchester United in 4 matches is a
frightening statistic that sends shivers to
all upcoming defenders. In fact, they are
the league’s top-scoring offensive side
with 68 goals, and are on course to
break Chelsea’s record of 103 goals in
2011. 

Unfortunately for them, Sergio
Aguero’s injury is likely to rule him out
for one month, a race against time for
the much awaited Barcelona clash. Then
there’s Yaya Toure. The 30-year-old
Ivorian has already scored as many
league goals as the last previous two

seasons combined. He’s been scoring
from free kicks, counterattacks and sim-
ple tap-ins. If City do triumph in their
quest for any of the four major trophies,
you can be quite sure of Toure’s impres-
sion and impact in doing so.

As expected, Chelsea’s approach to
the game will be a defensive and a con-
servative one. Back in August last year,
the Blues paid a similar visit to archrivals
United and Jose Mourinho opted at the
time to start without a striker. Such a
move invited a large number of critics to
blast the Portuguese’s negativity, but it’s
yet to be seen if he intends to have the
same approach tonight. After missing
more than 30 chances against West Ham
United, Chelsea fans will feel at least a
point will suffice under these circum-
stances and considering Man City ’s
home form. Whether Matic is likely to be
handed his second start is too soon to
be determined, but Chelsea’s midfield
will have to be at its very best to salvage
a result today.

Can Chelsea do what all  sides
couldn’t by snatching a point at the
Etihad or dare I say win and draw level
on points with the Citizens, or can City
keep up their unrivaled home form and
shrug off the fierce competition from
the London duo?

Did You Know?
Jose Mourinho replaced Manuel

Pellegrini as Real Madrid manager back
in 2010.

A duel worth waiting

WEST BROMWICH: Victor Anichebe came off the
bench to rescue a point for West Bromwich Albion as
they hit back to draw 1-1 with Liverpool in the
Premier League yesterday.

Former Everton striker Anichebe capitalised on a
mistake by Liverpool defender Kole Toure in the 67th
minute, three minutes after he had been introduced,
to cancel out Daniel Sturridge’s first-half opener. The
result left Albion a point above the relegation places,
while fourth-place Liverpool’s lead over Merseyside
rivals Everton is now only two points following the
Toffees’ 2-1 defeat of Aston Villa on Saturday. West
Brom manager Pepe Mel made five changes to the
team beaten 4-3 by Aston Villa in the mid-week derby.

Right-back Billy Jones, centre-back Gareth
McAuley, midfielder Zoltan Gera and forwards Saido
Berahino and Matej Vydra came into the side for
Steven Reid, Diego Lugano, James Morrison, Nicolas
Anelka and Anichebe.

Liverpool’s starting line-up was unchanged from
the 4-0 Merseyside derby victory over Everton, with
midfielder Joe Allen fit enough for a place on the
bench.

Brendan Rodgers’s side enjoyed the bulk of the
possession early on but it was Albion who carved out

the first chance when Youssouf Mulumbu struck a low
angled shot from 18 yards that was blocked by
Liverpool captain Steven Gerrard.

However, Liverpool seized control of the contest
with the opening goal in the 24th minute as strike
partners Luis Suarez and Sturridge combined to dev-
astating effect.

Raheem Sterling’s pass found Suarez inside the
penalty area and the Uruguay international jinked his
way through the hosts’ defence before crossing for
Sturridge, who was left with a simple tap-in at the
back post. West Brom’s players appealed to referee
Kevin Friend for offside but television replays sug-
gested that Jones had been level with Sturridge
when Suarez crossed.

Liverpool could have doubled their lead from a
Philippe Coutinho corner a few minutes later after a
scramble inside the six-yard box, but Toure could only
shoot straight at Albion goalkeeper Ben Foster.

West Brom were dealt a blow in the 41st minute
when defender Jonas Olsson limped out injured and
was replaced by Lugano.

The hosts could have been on level terms going
into the break, though, when Gera found space to
shoot just outside the area, only to screw his effort
wide of Simon Mignolet’s goal.

Mel’s side continued to show positive intent
immediately after half-time and Jon Flanagan had to
make a last-ditch block to deny Chris Brunt after he
got on the end of a Mulumbu cross.

Mignolet made his first significant save from the
resulting corner when he showed razor-sharp reflexes
to beat away a powerful header from McAuley.

Suarez should have increased Liverpool’s lead on
the hour when he got on the end of Toure’s long ball
and outmuscled Uruguay team-mate Lugano, only to

shoot straight at Foster from 12 yards.
Liverpool were punished for their profligacy in the

67th minute after Toure’s mistake allowed Albion to
equalise.

The Ivorian passed the ball across the edge of the
penalty area and Anichebe was alert enough to inter-
cept before emphatically striking a low shot past
Mignolet and into the bottom-left corner of the net.
Both sides pressed for a winner in the remainder of
the contest, with Albion appearing the more likely of
the two teams to snatch it, but neither team man-
aged to land a knockout blow. — AFP

Anichebe rescues point
to frustrate Liverpool

Arsenal 24 17 4 3 47 21 55
Man City 23 17 2 4 68 26 53
Chelsea 23 15 5 3 43 20 50
Liverpool 24 14 5 5 58 29 47
Everton 24 12 9 3 37 25 45
Tottenham 24 13 5 6 31 32 44
Man Utd 24 12 4 8 39 29 40
Newcastle 24 11 4 9 32 31 37
Southampton 24 9 8 7 34 27 35
Aston Villa 24 7 6 11 27 34 27
Stoke 24 6 7 11 24 38 25
Swansea 24 6 6 12 29 35 24
Hull 24 6 6 12 23 30 24
Sunderland 24 6 6 12 25 36 24
Norwich 24 6 6 12 19 37 24
West Brom 24 4 11 9 28 34 23
Crystal Palace 24 7 2 15 15 33 23
West Ham 24 5 7 12 24 33 22
Cardiff 24 5 6 13 19 41 21
Fulham 24 6 1 17 22 53 19

“Arsenal 2 (Oxlade-Chamberlain 47, 73) Crystal
Palace 0; West Bromwich Albion 1 (Anichebe 67)
Liverpool 1 (Sturridge 24).”

Playing today
Man City v Chelsea

“English Premier League table after yesterday’s
matches (played, won, drawn, lost, goals for, goals
against, points):”

EPL results/standings

West Brom 1 

Liverpool 1


